Cloud Hosting, Dedicated
Servers and Hybrids

Now think ClearRack when you think cloud
Fully Customizable Cloud Hosting, Dedicated and Hybrid Servers that are flexible,
easy to use and cost effective.

Cloud Hosting
When you need to spin on a dime and scale up
rapidly to meet a surge in demand or cut back to
control costs, ClearRack is there with the ultimate
in flexibility, scalability, ease of use and
affordability.
Our customers enjoy substantial savings over inhouse solutions and those of other cloud
providers. Couple that with the assurance that
your data is not bouncing around the re-hosting
stratosphere but safe in an ultra-secure data
center that’s managed 24/7/365 by a team of
seasoned, dedicated professionals. Isn’t that
what you’d really like to expect when you think
cloud?
Create servers instantly
Scale up and down to meet demand
Select from multiple Operating System, RAM
and Disk options
Pay-as-you-go, by the hour or monthly

Creating you Server is a Snap
ClearRack provides you with your own intuitive,
easy to use dashboard. The wizard glides you
through provisioning with predefined configuration templates, and gives you the option to
load an existing template from an ISO image or to
create your own. Select the RAM and disk size you
want, name your network, click Launch and you’re
done.

When ClearRack creates cloud
instances, an optimized default network
configuration is generated automatically. All the
user has to do is give it a name as part of the setup
process.
Once your Instance has been
created, you can monitor your virtual machine’s
status, view usage statistics and check IP
addresses.
You can stop and restart your virtual machine.
With your machine in stop mode, you can even
reconfigure the RAM and CPU options you
selected in the Compute Offering step—
something that other cloud server providers
don’t allow.
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Adding IP addresses.

IP addressed are
generated automatically, and all virtual
machines created in an account are initially set
up to share the same IP address. This eliminates
the upfront cost and challenge of managing
multiple IPs. If additional or dedicated IP
addresses are required , they can be generated
and assigned by ClearRack for $2.00 each.

Storage.

ClearRack allows you to take a
snapshot, a point-in-time record of your data
that serves as a guide to allow you to revert back
to a known good state in the event of corruption
or failure.
In addition to taking snapshots manually, you
can set up a schedule to have them taken and
stored automatically at regular intervals.
Capture your data image once a week, twice a
week, once a day—any time frame that works for
you and your business.
To make the best use of your disk space, you can
manage how long your snapshot data is stored.
The system allows you to establish retention
limits by the number of days your data is kept, or
by the number of snapshots that are kept.

Dedicated Servers
Does your disk drive utilization justify using a full
server? Do you have to conform with security or
compliance standards that require a dedicated
server? Does your application require that you
not share space or resources?
There are times when it just makes sense to host
your data in a dedicated server.
Security related compliance requirements
Complex or proprietary applications requireing recoding
Intensive high speed I/O jobs
Complete configuration flexibility

Hybrid Hosting
ClearRack hybrid hosting allows you to mix and
match cloud and dedicated servers in the same
environment, taking advantage of the benefits
of each to fit the specific needs of the
application.
Host your relational database on a
dedicated server while letting test and
development platforms, batch processes
and storage routines exploit the flexibility of
the cloud.
Keep your credit card transactions on a
dedicated server in order to conform with
compliance requirements and audits while
serving your dynamic product data from the
cloud.
Keep your intensive I/O operations on a high
performance dedicated server while your
web applications scale up and down on the
cloud through traffic spikes.

ClearRack—Hosting Options for All Jobs
and Workloads
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